Across:
1       A disapproving expression, any way you look at it (3-3)
TUT-TUT
	Palindrome

5       Piper may be composing tune with skill (8)
AIRCRAFT
	AIR+CRAFT - famous make of light aircraft

9       Sermon I'm spoiling with the wrong word (8)
MISNOMER
	Anagram ('spoiling') of SERMON IM

10      Sounds like fruit (6)
PLUMBS
	'Plums' - take your pick whether 'like' is the homophone indicator, or the wordplay and definition are intertwined

11      Teary, dropping a note in private to a witness to the deed (6,6)
NOTARY PUBLIC
	[te]ARY in NOT PUBLIC

13      Iowa speechwriter has a hold on one of the American elite? (4)
WASP
	Hidden in ioWA SPeechwriter

14      Duly takes brunch, the latter half eaten all at once (8)
ABRUPTLY
	BRU[nch] in APTLY

17      Teasing's distressed outsized woman (8)
GIANTESS
	Anagram ('distressed') of TEASINGS

18      Spread spam stew without limits (4)
PATE
	[s]PA[m] [s]TE[w]

20      Gruff wedding celebrant swapping introductions for flyer (5,7)
MARSH HARRIER
	'HARSH MARRIER' Spoonerism

23      Journalist's grunt has Queen more jumpy (6)
EDGIER
	ED+GI+ER

24      Celebrate Greek character - in the morning, with painkiller! (8)
LAUDANUM
	LAUD +(NU in A.M.)

25      Very nearly equal to, or better (2,4,2)
AS GOOD AS
	Double definition

26      Compares Branagh and Dodd on lithium? (6)
LIKENS
	LI + KENS

Down:
2       Size up uniform for Brigade, finally getting automatic weapons (4)
UZIS
	SIZE rev., [brigad]E > U (NATO alphabet)

3       It winds up the tension in punting mayhem (6,3)
TUNING PIN
	Anagram ('mayhem') of IN PUNTING

4       Fruit's also thrown around matinee (6)
TOMATO
	TOO around MAT.

5       Artist, twice crowned with gold (given back the second time), is hosting starry premier for über-rich - enthralled with "Shimmering In The Southern Skies" (6,9)
AURORA AUSTRALIS
	(AU+OR rev.+RA+IS) around ASTRAL, then all around U[ber-rich]

6       Decorates thus, as scraper tore deep wound (8)
REPAPERS
	DECORATES REPAPERS = anagram ('wound') of AS SCRAPER TORE DEEP

7       Picked up spirits for sailor, such as is bearing NNE (5)
RHUMB
	'Rum' homophone. Def. "A course of constant direction; any of the 32 points of the mariners' compass"

8       Story to tell to the auditors after making contract in an irregular manner (10)
FIBRILLATE
	FIB + 'relate' homophone

12      Playing golf, Ira is eating plain biscuits (10)
GARIBALDIS
	(Anagram ('playing') of G (NATO alphabet) +IRA) +IS , all round BALD

15      Book holds clue for Liam? (9)
PAPERBACK
	[daily] MAIL back gives LIAM

16      That place kept little Edward tied up (8)
TETHERED
	THERE in TED

19      Victorian investor looking from the outset to take over Australian picture (6)
VISUAL
	AUS rev. in V[ictorian] I[nvestor] L[ooking]

21      Salting cod occasionally in Irish port (5)
SLIGO
	S[a]L[t]I[n]G[c]O[d]

22      Snarl at the Right to Bear Arms? Quite the contrary (4)
GURN
	R in GUN ('arms to bear the right')

